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Welcome!

When you join the event, you should automatically be connected to 
the audio broadcast with your computer. To listen by phone, please 
dial +1-301-715-8592, then input the access code 850 5028 7475.

To help you follow along with TrendWatch, earlier today we sent the 
presentation slides for the event to the email address you used to 
register for TrendWatch. We will also send you a copy of slides after 
the event.



Slide Link

Today’s slides can be found online at:

http://bit.ly/4Q-2020

http://bit.ly/4Q-2020


We Encourage Questions!!!

Use the 
Q&A box 
located on the 
right side of the 
screen to type 
your comments 
or questions.



Put Excess Liquidity to Work
Get started quickly and easily with 

institutional investment options 
designed by and for credit unions.
Visit to learn 

more.

Fund Name 30-Day 
Yield*

Ultra-Short Duration 
Portfolio

0.33

Short Duration 
Portfolio

0.77

*The yields reflect the 30-day annualized Effective Yield (net of 
fees/expenses) as of February 9, 2021

http://www.trustcu.com/
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Economic & Market Themes

• Markets still focused on Covid-19 aid and virus trajectory
– House Democrats on Monday unveiled the first draft of a Covid relief that includes the $15 

minimum wage hike despite the recently-released CBO report on the matter
• Sets the stage for a House floor vote the week of February 22
• If passed, it’s designed to pass the Senate with a simple majority vote
• More debate arising in the economist community on the size of the package

– Growth rates for Covid cases and hospitalizations continue to improve, now at the lowest levels 
since October

– Vaccine rollout still a question mark
• How long before herd immunity is reached? What about new Covid variants?

• Economic data have been mixed in recent weeks
– More backwards looking data, such as the January jobs and CPI reports, have disappointed amid 

renewed Covid-related lockdowns in December/January
– Most recent weekly jobless claims were improved
– Outlook is more optimistic given recent virus trajectory and expectations (hope) of improved 

vaccine distribution
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Progress Made, But More Needed

13Source: BLS, Bloomberg
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The “I” Word 
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Market Themes

• Treasury curve bear steepened by 17-20 bps in January
– 10yr yield up another 9 bps MTD, pushing the 2yr/10yr spread another 8 

bps wider to 1.04%
– Curve at steepest level since May 2017 but still below 10yr average 

(1.22%) and 20yr average (1.35%)

• Expectations for less T-bill issuance is weighing on short rates
– SOFR at 2 bps yesterday, and 3mo Libor hit a new all-time low on Friday
– Conditions could remain prevalent until/unless 

• 1) we see a larger fiscal spending package at some point this year (e.g., 
infrastructure spending) OR 

• 2) the Fed chooses to make an upward adjustment to IOER or Rev Repo Rate

• Demand continues to outpace supply in the spread sectors
– Investors chasing every basis point of yield amid flood of liquidity
– For many depository institutions, the risk of future spread widening and 

curve steepening is outweighed by the need for earnings today
• Steeper yield curve typically coincides with a stronger economy and increase 

deposit franchise values
15

1/31/2021 12/31/2020 Change
(%) (%) (bps)

1-Month 0.04 0.03 0.01
3-Month 0.04 0.06 -0.02
6-Month 0.06 0.08 -0.02
1-Year 0.07 0.10 -0.03
2-Year 0.10 0.12 -0.02
5-Year 0.41 0.36 0.05
10-Year 1.06 0.91 0.15
20-Year 1.64 1.44 0.20
30-Year 1.82 1.65 0.18
Curves

3mo-10yr 1.02 0.86 0.17
2yr-5yr 0.31 0.24 0.07
2yr-10yr 0.96 0.79 0.17
2yr-30yr 1.72 1.52 0.20
5yr-10yr 0.65 0.55 0.10

Source: Bloomberg

Tenor

Treasury Curve



Disclaimer

• Returns are gross of fees, unaudited, and estimated using the Modified Dietz method. ALM First does not have complete discretionary trading authority over each 
account reflected in the performance discussed herein. Some clients had investment results materially different from those portrayed in this document. These data were 
compiled from client portfolios that consistently accepted ALM First investment advice. 

• Investments in securities are valued based on quotations obtained from independent pricing services or independent dealers. With respect to securities where 
independent valuations are not available on the valuation date, or where a valuation is not deemed reasonable by ALM First, ALM First will determine the fair value. The 
fair valuation process requires judgment and estimation by ALM First. Although ALM First uses its best judgment in estimating the fair value of investments, there are 
inherent limitations in any estimation technique. Future events may affect the estimates of fair value and the effect of such events on the estimates of fair value, including 
the ultimate liquidation of investments, could be material to returns. The production and delivery of this material to any investor/recipient does not establish any express 
or implied duty or obligation between ALM First and any such investor/recipient, including (without limitation) any duty to determine fair market value or update such 
material. 

• Moreover, this report was prepared as of the date indicated herein. No representation or warranty is made by ALM First that any of the returns or financial metrics 
detailed herein will be achieved in the future, as past performance is not a reliable indicator of future results. Certain assumptions may have been made in preparing this 
material which have resulted in the returns and financial metrics detailed herein. Changes to the assumptions may have a material impact on any returns or financial 
metrics herein. Furthermore, ALM First gives no representation, warranty or undertaking, or accepts any liability, as to the accuracy or completeness of the information 
contained this report. 

• This report was prepared for informational purposes only without regard to any particular user’s investment objectives, financial situation, or means, and ALM First is not 
soliciting any action based upon it. This material is not intended as, nor should it be construed in any way as accounting, tax, legal, or investment advice including within 
the meaning of Section 975 of the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act. Certain transactions give rise to substantial risk and are not suitable for 
all investors. The strategies discussed herein can have volatile performance and may employ leverage. Moreover, investment advisory fees and expenses may offset 
trading gains. 

• This report was prepared by ALM First Financial Advisors, LLC. The hereto mentioned report contains information which is confidential and may also be privileged. It is for 
the exclusive use of the intended recipient(s). If you are not the intended recipient(s), please note that any distribution, copying, or use of this report or the information 
contained herein is strictly prohibited. If you have received this report in error, please notify the sender immediately and then destroy any copies of it. ALM First neither 
owes nor accepts any duty or responsibility to the unauthorized reader. ALM First shall not be liable in respect of any loss, damage, or expense of whatsoever nature 
which is caused by any use the unauthorized reader may choose to make of this report, or which is otherwise a result of gaining access to the report by the unauthorized 
reader. 

• The Trust for Credit Unions (TCU) is a family of institutional mutual funds offered exclusively to credit unions. Callahan Financial Services is a wholly-owned subsidiary of 
Callahan & Associates and is the distributor of the TCU mutual funds. ALM First Financial Advisors, LLC is the advisor of the TCU mutual funds. Please read the 
prospectus carefully before investing or sending money. Units of the Trust portfolios are not endorsed by, insured by, or otherwise supported by the U.S. Government, 
the NCUSIF, the NCUA or any other governmental agency. An investment in the portfolios involves risk including possible loss of principal. 
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The surge in member savings headlines 2020 credit union results

12/31/2020 12-Mo. Growth 12/31/2019 12-Mo. Growth

Assets $1,868.0B 17.9% $1,584.7B 7.7%

Loans $1,176.7B 5.0% $1,120.2B 6.1%

Shares $1,608.2B 20.4% $1,335.4B 8.2%

Investments $602.3B 54.7% $389.3B 11.1%

Capital $206.8B 10.0% $188.1B 10.5%

Members 125.9M 3.4% 121.7M 3.6%

Source: Callahan’s Peer-to-Peer Analytics



Loan originations reach a record $680 billion in 2020 as credit 
unions help members take advantage of low interest rates
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Total share balances increase $273 billion in 2020, the largest 
annual change ever
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With over 60% of members holding a credit union checking account,  
credit unions are increasingly their primary financial institution
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The average member relationship grows over $1,800 in 2020, led 
by record share growth 

$7,156 $7,572 $7,983 $8,452 $8,614 $8,690 
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Savings
• Total deposit balances increase 20.4%, or 

$272.8 billion, in 2020 to reach $1.6 trillion at 
year-end. 

• Members direct their savings to core deposit 
accounts in 2020, with total balances in this 
segment (share drafts, savings, money market) 
increasing 29.1% annually and accounting for 
102.8% of total share growth over the period. 



Core deposits drive the saving surge, growing nearly 6 times 
2019’s results
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Rapid deposit growth quickly pushed the loan-to-share ratio 
lower in 2020
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Lending
• Record loan originations are led by mortgage 

lending, with credit unions granting 1.2 million 
loans for home purchases and refinancings. 

• Asset quality remains strong at year-end and 
credit unions are well-prepared to navigate 
member financial challenges in 2021. 



Mortgage lending drives origination growth, though consumer 
lending remaining credit unions’ primary business
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Credit unions originate 1.2 million mortgage loans for members 
in 2020 as rates reached record lows
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Annual loan growth slows as members reduce debt amid slower 
consumer spending and economic uncertainty
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Loan portfolio growth is concentrated in first mortgages and 
used auto loans in 2020
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Delinquency rises 6 basis points in the fourth quarter, the first 
quarterly increase of year, but asset quality metrics improve in 2020
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Delinquency improves across the balance sheet, but there is 
uncertainty about the depth and duration of the economic slowdown

Total 1st Mortgage Auto Other RE

Indirect Credit Card Member Commercial

0.60% 0.54% 0.50% 0.62% 

0.55% 1.02% 

0.10% 0.01%

0.11% 0.38%

Annual Change in Delinquency
Data as of 12.31.20

0.62%
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President / CEO
Rivermark Community Credit Union
• Headquartered in Beaverton, Oregon
• $1.1 Billion in Assets
• Serving Over 85,000 Members with Purpose

Seth Schaefer



A Purpose Driven

Credit Union



“People don’t buy what you do; 

they buy why you do it. 

And what you do simply 
proves what you believe”

- Simon Sinek, Start with Why: How Great 
Leaders Inspire Everyone to Take Action



If you stand
for nothing, 

Burr,

what’ll you fall for?
-Hamilton, Lin-Manuel Miranda



Purpose Driven

Members



Members

of consumers want companies 
to take a stand on social issues

- 2018 Edelman Earned Brand “Brands Take a Stand” Report

2/3



Members

64% of consumers worldwide 

are “belief-driven buyers” 

51% in 2017

- 2018 Edelman Earned Brand “Brands Take a Stand” Report

Authentic

Belief Driven

A Positive Cultural Force



Members

True across income demographics

True across age demographics 

True across ethnicity demographics

- 2018 Edelman Earned Brand “Brands Take a Stand” Report



Purpose Driven

Employees



Employees

“The mission or purpose of my company 
makes me feel my job is important.”

“What do I get?” “What do I give?” 

“Do I belong?”

- Gallup Employee Engagement Survey



Purpose Driven

Some considerations…



Process Example with DEI

Known for 
DEI by our 

employees, 
members, 

and 
community, 

we are 
shaping a 

more 
inclusive, 

diverse, and 
equitable 

world 
around us.

Change 
Maker

DEI is part of 
the business 
strategy and 

we are all 
held 

accountable 
for applying 
a DEI lens to 

our jobs

Mission 
Imperative

There is 
management 

oversight of 
a program 

that 
addresses 

multiple 
aspects of 

DEI

Programs

Employee-
led activities 

occur to 
create 

resources for 
diverse 

talent

Initiatives

Efforts 
driven by 
laws and 

regulations

Compliance



Mission and Values

Integrity Trust Competence

Curiosity
Real

Inclusive
Team

Continuous coaching – are you measuring it?
“Tell me about a time….”



Strategic Priorities

Access to Strategic Plan

Simplicity of Strategic Plan

Get Members into Housing

Help Businesses ThriveMake it Easy to Move Money

Mortgage

Business ServiceChecking



Alignment

what you believe your purpose to be

=
what your behaviors suggest your purpose truly is.

Behavior Incentives
Purpose over product

Community Advocacy
Stop doing?

?



Measurement

BRAND
AWARENESS

RETURN TO 
MEMBER

IMPACT 
SCORECARD

EFFORT 
SCORE



Leadership

Couple 
individual 

contributions 
to purpose

Be prepared 
to share your 

view

Use purpose 
as a filter

Empower 
middle 

managers



“…if there is a 
purpose about 

which you are passionate, 
dedicate yourself to that 

purpose.”

- Janet Yellen



Earnings & Capital
• Historically low interest rates are reducing net 

interest margin. 
• Despite a challenging environment, credit

unions still post a positive bottom line and end 
the year in a strong financial position.
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Other operating income, including from mortgage sales and 
interchange income, generates marginal revenue growth



Credit unions sell a record amount of low-yielding mortgages to 
the secondary market
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Credit unions reduce fees during economic downturn, lowering 
fee income per member to its lowest level since 2005





Returns decline across the balance sheet as interest rates are 
reduced
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The net interest margin tightens 34 basis points in 2020 and sits 
19 basis points below the operating expense ratio
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Credit unions post $8.5 billion in provision for loan losses in 2020, 
the highest ever
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ROA decreases 23 basis points versus 2019 but credit unions 
remain profitable
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The industry’s 10.3% net worth ratio remains well above NCUA’s 
7% “well capitalized” level despite record asset growth in 2020
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The median net worth ratio at year-end 2020 is 10.9%, with more 
than 99% of credit union assets “well capitalized”
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With 10% asset growth and the same ROA in 2021, 98% of credit union 
assets are “well capitalized” with a median net worth ratio of 10.4%

*

*Assumes 10% asset growth and 2021 ROA matches 2020 ROA



Credit unions have reserved $1.85 for every $1 of delinquent loans
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Looking Ahead to 2021
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Why we are optimistic
• In the near-term, members and communities 

need credit unions to be part of the recovery 
phase.

• Credit unions have advantages – a business 
model and financial capacity that allows us to 
take a long-term view.

• As we have seen over the past decade, the 
environment is rewarding those organizations 
that are able to differentiate based on a clear 
purpose that resonates with their stakeholders.



Tell us what you thought!

Please answer our post-
event survey. 

One lucky survey 
respondent will win a 
Starbucks gift card.



1001 Connecticut Ave NW

Ste. 1001

Washington, DC 20036

800-446-7453callahan@callahan.com

www.callahan.com

THANK YOU 
FOR WATCHING
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